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1. Purpose
The goal of this project is to provide the world’s first Black empowerment crypto-token platform to be used
in business, non-profits, and within the Black diaspora everywhere around the world. We call it Sable
Assent Coin, shown as “SAC1” on the exchanges.

2. Scope
We are a digital currency platform that embraces and supports the economic systems of the Black
community. Sable Assent Coin can be utilized by logging into the web wallet dashboard. This wallet
dashboard interface can be used on all devices through the web interface as it will host our decentralized
mobile wallet application available for both iOS as well as Android devices.

3. Product Perspective
3.1 System Interfaces:
Public SAC1 users can use a third party wallet to transact SAC1 minted coins. Private SAC2 token
requires the use of our custom wallet (SAC Wallet) to make transactions within our private blockchain
node network we call the SableNet. This decentralized network is made up of nodes owned and
administered by Node Authority Administrators. They sign transactions on the SableNet using the
Proof-of-Authority (POA) mining protocol.
Our private Ethereum blockchain network would be a consortium of nodes securely located with our Node
Authority Administrators around the world. The Node Authority Administrator will have to be verified in
order to purchase their own prefabricated node. Nodes achieve consensus by connecting to a central
node validation server administered by the Sable Assent Corporation.

Our system interface structure will look something like this:
Public SAC1 Coin:

[Mobile Wallet (end user)] <==> [API Server (web hooks/html <==> Infura API<==>
ethereum client)] <==> [Ethereum Network (solidity smart-contract)]
Private SAC2 Token:

[Mobile Wallet (end user)] <==> [API Server (web3 <==> SAC API<==> web
hooks/html)]<==> [Private Ethereum Network (Node Authority Admins) <= = > (web
application/javascript)<==>solidity code<==> ethereum client)] <==> [ Master Node (web
application/javascript)<==>(ethereum client) ]
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3.2 User interfaces:
The SAC Wallet allows users access to the public coins listed on reputable exchanges, and importantly
the ability to trade coins and tokens within the wallet to gain access to our private marketplace of
business vendors.

A first time user of the dashboard will opt to sign in from the main SableAssent.com login page. Once
logged in, the user will see their respective user dashboard page with navigation links on the left. Every
user will be able to edit their personal dashboard details on the profile page. From here, users will be able
to download their SAC wallet for both iOS and Android devices. Assent Team, Business Vendor, and
Node Authority users will have access to upgraded features according to their profile type.

3.3 Software Interfaces: SAC Wallet Interface: (Token Holders)
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User Dashboard Interface: (All Users)

Live Bootstrap Demo: https://sableassent.net/token-dashboard-dev/
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

3.4 Hardware Interfaces:
All users will have the option of securing their mobile wallet keys with physical crypto storage devices
called Hardware Wallets. Here are two examples:
a) Ledger wallet - https://www.ledgerwallet.com/
b) Digital Bitbox - https://www.cryptohwwallet.com/digitalbitbox.html
3.4.1 Private Network Consortium Variation
High level banking enterprise users that can stake a minimum of $50,000.00 USD will serve as Node
Authority Administrators. These users run their own nodes and will then be required to download an
entire copy of our private blockchain and therefore would be required to install “Go Ethereum”, also
known as “Geth”, which will manage the local instance of the blockchain and enforce consensus among
the many nodes.
a) Geth package installation can be found here: https://geth.ethereum.org/install/
b) This optional interface would allow the node network to operate in a decentralized manner. This
interface is not required in the initial mobile wallet application release.
c) We can customize ambassador nodes with Hyperledger Besu to allow for more Enterprise
functionality. Hyperledger Besu is an open-source Ethereum client developed under the Apache
2.0 license and written in Java. It runs on the Ethereum public network, private networks, and test
networks such as Rinkeby, Ropsten, and Görli. Besu implements Proof of Work (Ethash) and
Proof of Authority (IBFT 2.0 and Clique) consensus mechanisms. We can use Besu to develop
enterprise applications requiring secure, high-performance transaction processing in a private
network that supports enterprise features including privacy and permissioning.
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3.4.2 Internal digital Currency transaction systems
We will need to be able to change user currency from ETH into SAC. Further, the actual SAC currency
will exist as two separate transactional instruments, one for unverified users on the public Ethereum
blockchain (SAC1), the other is for verified users on our private network chain (SAC2). We can choose to
use these software APIs to exchange tokens internally:
a) https://www.bitgo.com/
b) https://www.shapeshift.io/
c) Open Trade:
Project on github: https://github.com/3s3s/opentrade
Live Project Demo: https://trade.multicoins.org/market/MC-US
3.5 Communications Interfaces:
Mobile wallet users will communicate with each other and with our central server over https protocol.
Node users will have geth installed on their local systems. Geth uses RPC and IPC protocols to
communicate between nodes for data duplication/verification aka consensus.
3.6 Memory Constraints:
The Mobile wallet will only use as much RAM as the normal browser uses. The user's device will
determine how much memory is used on the client side if the user is required to run a node.

3.7 Operations:
User Story specifications
Actor-Goal list
Actor

Goal

Master Node Operator

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

View Entire Asset Pipeline.
Send Scrolling Alerts.
Perform Approval Operations.
Ensure consensus across all nodes.
Manage all users accounts.

Node Authority Administrators

1. Access to all Vendor profile
functions.
(Add, remove, modify).
2. Mine new tokens (SAC2) on
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SableNet, private node network.
3. View & Confirm all vendor
contractual agreements with escrow
balances.
4. Approve all transactions for node
territory.
5. Produce periodic valuation reports
and send reports to all token
holders.
Vendors (Verified Business
Owners)

1. Access to all Assent Team Member
functions.
2. Upgrade to corporate vendor profile.
3. Manage Contracted Assent Team
Members.
4. Create new work contracts.
5. Archive completed work contracts.

Assent Team (Self-Employed
Service Providers)

1. Access to all Token Holder
functions.
2. Upgrade to Assent Team Member
profile.
3. Review and sign vendor project
agreements.
4. Administrate Vendor Contract
Fulfillment.

Token Holders (Non-verified
token users)

0.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Create Token Holder Profile.
Deposit (SAC1) into Wallet Vault.
Query.
Send/Receive (SAC2) Tokens.
Manage Token Transactions.
Withdraw Currency Equity.
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3.8 Site Adaptation Requirements (Development Roadmap)
The mobile wallet will be the initial focus for launch. We will add the Node Authority
Administrator feature of node operations once the web wallet is up and running. Also, desktop
token dashboard and variant user interfaces will roll out throughout the year as specified in the
development roadmap:

4. Platform Logistics:
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5. User Characteristics
5.1 Token Holders - Unverified users and holders of the public SAC1 token.
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5.2 Assent Team Members - Self Employed service providers.
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5.3 Corporate Vendors - Independent business owners.
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5.4 Node Authority Administrators - Decentralized network of SAC2 token exchange
authorisers.
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5.5 Master Node Operator - The node in charge of managing the entire node network
and wallet users.
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6. Constraints
6.1 Security
One important constraint is privacy and security. Users
should be accessing only the authenticated data. The key
to blockchain security is that any changes made to the
database are immediately sent to all users to create a secure, established record. With copies
of the data in all users' hands, the overall database remains safe even if some users are
hacked. This inherently tamper-proof, decentralized feature will make our blockchain
implementation extremely effective beyond its original function supporting cryptocurrency digital
transactions.
6.2 Regulation
Though blockchain has several advantages over other systems, there are still a few challenges
in terms of compliance, regulations, and enforcement that will need to be addressed. For
example, regulatory issues demand clarity over jurisdictions and how to comply with KYC (Know
Your Customer) and AML (Anti-Money Laundering) laws. But progressively increasing demand
and acceptance by corporations would help overcome these challenges sooner than
predicted.[5]
6.3 Gas consumption
Ethereum uses the concept of gas which means the sender of a transaction needs to pay (i.e.
Eth or Etc) for the computational steps executed by the smart-contract that is invoked by the
transaction. The more complex computations the smart contract executes, the more gas will be
consumed. Therefore the transaction specifies a gas limit and a gas price.
Gas limit is there to protect you from buggy code running until your funds are depleted. The
product of gasPrice a
 nd gas represents the maximum amount of “Wei” that you are willing to
pay for executing the transaction. What you specify as gasPrice is used by miners to rank

transactions for inclusion in the blockchain. It is the price in Wei of one unit of gas, in which VM
operations are priced.
Determining the right gas-consumption is crucial for correct functioning of Ethereum. Too low
gas introduces a DOS vulnerability, attackers can make the network slow by calling
computationally hard functions while paying relatively little. Too high gas wastes people’s
money.
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7. Assumptions and Dependencies
7.1 ERC777 Disadvantage: Rising Transaction Costs
Although there are already attempts to resolve this inefficiency with the ERC223 and ERC677,
none of the proposals are particularly successful. However, the gas costs for ERC777

transactions will probably be a little higher than with the ERC20. This surcharge is marginal,
considering all the additional functions and possibilities.[3]

7.2 SAC Tokenomics
Here are the Tokenomics that were laid out by our CEO, Mr. Daryl Speaks, in 2018 for the SAC
wallet as detailed in the official White Paper. We have two reputable and well established
custodians to hold and transfer all currencies safely. We have made the appropriate
configuration to the public smart contract at the bottom to address the following:
1 billion market cap:
600 million Pre-Minted
400 million Mined over 400 years on private nodes
-------------------------------------------------------------------100 million- Early endorsements, Early token holders (Pre-minted)
-100 million- Token Generation Event for consumer purchase(Pre-minted)
-200 million- Corporate Officers and Assent Team members (Pre-minted)
-200 million- Asset Holdings for Community Improvements across (Pre-minted)
-400 million- 400- Year Supply mined across the node system in our private network 1%
per year. The Sable Coin has a 18 digit decimal (Mined over 400 years on Nodes
---------------------------------------------------------------
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8. External Interfaces
●

PRESENT SAC1 SMART CONTRACT:
Token Contract: 0x379f4b204AF5Ef9d1CE6A5fea8fdcd45bce02Aa9 on
www.etherscan.io

●
●
●

The Current API Used in SAC Wallet: https://infura.io/

Decentralized computation platform: https://www.truebit.io/

Blockchain information APIs: https://blockchain.info/api/charts_api
https://www.cryptocompare.com/api/#-api-data-coinlist-

●

Also a list of the best key file cloud storage systems.
https://www.infoworld.com/article/3124144/the-best-online-backup-service-f
or-securely-encrypting-your-data.html

●

Google Cloud Database (Firebase):
https://console.firebase.google.com/u/0/project/sacwallet/overview

●

Hyperledger Besu: https://besu.hyperledger.org/en/stable/
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9. ERC 777 Compliant Smart Contract Functions
This is a summary of the major functions the app will perform. Most of the major tokens on the
Ethereum blockchain are ERC20-compliant. The ERC20 token standard describes the functions
and events that an Ethereum token contract has to implement in order to be widely accepted by
wallets and exchanges everywhere. ERC20 token standard suffers critical problems that caused
loss of approximately $3,000,000 at the moment (31 Dec, 2017). The main and the most
important is the lack of event handling mechanism of ERC20 standard.
ERC223 is a superset of the ERC20 token standard. It is a step forward towards economic
abstraction at the application/contract level allowing the use of tokens as first class value
transfer assets in smart contract development. It is also a more safe standard as it doesn't allow
token transfers to contracts that don't support token receiving and handling.
9.1 ERC777: An Advanced Token Standard
The ERC777 proposal a new advanced token standard #777, made by Jordi Baylina, Jacques
Dafflon, and Thomas Shababi, should now offer a new possibility to interact with a token
contract. At the same time, the backward compatibility with an ERC20 Smart Contract shall be
preserved. [3]
This standard tries to improve upon the widely used ERC20 token standard. The main
advantages of this standard are:
1. Uses the same philosophy as Ether in that tokens are sent with send(dest, value, data).
2. Both contracts and regular addresses can control and reject which token they send by
registering a tokensToSend hook. (Rejection is done by reverting in the hook function.)
3. Both contracts and regular addresses can control and reject which token they receive by
registering a tokensReceived hook. (Rejection is done by reverting in the hook function.)
4. The tokensReceived hook allows to send tokens to a contract and notify it in a single
transaction, unlike ERC20 which requires a double call (approve/transferFrom) to achieve this.
5. The holder can "authorize" and "revoke" operators which can send tokens on their behalf.
These operators are intended to be verified contracts such as an exchange, a cheque processor
or an automatic charging system.
6. Every token transaction contains data and operatorData bytes fields to be used freely to pass
data from the holder and the operator, respectively.
7. It is backward compatible with wallets that do not contain the tokensReceived hook function by
deploying a proxy contract implementing the tokensReceived hook for the wallet. [4]
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10. Verification
10.1 Proof of Authority (POA) Mining Protocol - Our fundamental concern in utilizing
blockchain technology is to maintain the confidentiality of patron data on the blockchain. In order
to reach consensus between all independent nodes in our private blockchain network, each
node must be able to validate all transactions (for instance against double-spends), in most
cases this means that the content of the transactions is visible to all nodes. At the root of every
Ethereum network is the first block which is called genesis block. We will predefine some of its
properties with a JSON file that is used to initialize the network.  One of the most important parts
of our genesis block is the ‘clique’ property which specifies Proof-of-Authority (PoA) as our

consensus protocol. Opposing to Proof-of-Work (PoW), which is currently used as a consensus
protocol in the Ethereum main net, PoA is designed to be used in local test nets as it skips the
mining work entirely. With the ‘period’ property we specify that a new block should be created
every 15 seconds. If we decrease this value, the blocks are generated faster and the
transactions can be processed faster. On the downside, the size of the blockchain will grow
much faster. All the accounts which are contained in the ‘extraData’ property are allowed to
create blocks, they take turns in creating them. Nodes that create blocks in a PoA network are
called sealing nodes, we will need at least two of them in our network. [1]

10.2 Form Validation - There are different types of form validation that you'll encounter on the
web:

●

●

Client-side validation is validation that occurs in the browser, before the data
has been submitted to the server. This is more user-friendly than server-side
validation as it gives an instant response. This can be further subdivided:
○ JavaScript validation is coded using JavaScript. It is completely
customizable.
○ Built in form validation is done with HTML5 form validation features, and
generally doesn't require JavaScript. This has better performance, but it is
not as customizable.
Server-side validation is validation that occurs on the server, after the data has
been submitted — server-side code is used to validate the data before it is put
into the database, and if it is wrong a response is sent back to the client to tell the
user what went wrong. Server-side validation is not as user-friendly as client-side
validation, as it requires a round trip to the server, but it is essential — it is your
application's last line of defense against bad (meaning incorrect, or even
malicious) data. All popular server-side frameworks have features for validating
and sanitizing data (making it safe).
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10.3 Key Validation - SAC’s ETH CryptoNote validation solves the problem of tracing
transactions and duplicating keys by implementing automatic unique one-time keys, derived
from the public key, for each p2p payment. This innovation is derived from a modification of the
Diffie-Hellman exchange protocol. Originally it allows two parties to produce a common secret
key derived from their public keys. In our version the sender uses the receiver’s public address
and his own random data to compute a one-time key for the payment. The sender can produce
only the public part of the key, whereas only the receiver can compute the private part; hence
the receiver is the only one who can release the funds after the transaction is committed. He
only needs to perform a single-formula check on each transaction to establish if it belongs to
him. This process involves his private key, therefore no third party can perform this check and
discover the link between the one-time key generated by the sender and the receiver’s unique
public address.
10.4 Negative Proofing - Since the main blockchain we are using is private, whether it is used
only by us internally or by multiple parties, it will be anchored into the Ethereum blockchain
periodically to prove it wasn't altered in any way (Factom does this for example). Once we have
that, we would also need to periodically archive a complete copy of the blockchain (or at least
the relevant slice between two anchors) as part of a future audit. If it is our internal blockchain, it
would be analysed in whole, if it is shared - we would need to indicate which parts we used just
like in the public blockchain scenarios. We will then create our final data compilation for our
audit, consisting of:
●
●

●
●

The entire block history in the slice of time we are analysing.
Whatever else is needed to prove the block history was unaltered. This can come
in block header chain up to the newest Bitcoin block,
simplified-payment-verification-esque branches of anchor transactions included
in blocks, etc..
Our original commits to the addresses we would use (if applicable), along with
the necessary proofs that we committed to them at the appropriate time.
Any relevant metadata we wish to submit (descriptions of which transaction was
for what, etc.)

Finally, we would have not only a cryptographically verifiable proof that all of the transactions
took place, but also have irrefutable proof of the time frame they took place in (we couldn't forge
a few extra transactions from last year after the fact) and be able to prove that we didn't omit
any piece of data - creating a negative proof.
The last one is possible because the records we are dealing with are cryptographically sealed
(we can't alter the blockchain without invalidating its future, which would be evident), but also
public and finite (we CAN iterate over every block and every transaction and check whether it is
relevant to the audit or not). This way we not only provide every relevant transaction, but prove
there are no relevant transactions we didn't provide.
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Thanks to the advent of cryptography and blockchain technology with atomic, countable
transactions, it is now possible to create an undeniable cryptographic provable complete audits.
Hopefully this will help us avoid more audit fraud cases in the future..[2]
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11. Supporting Documentation

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Enterprise Server Configuration: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_TtmbojyRxzo-pgLwIa6aJguvBU3c0H1
SAC Central Database Entities Diagram:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1u017bpInDISw5bqYUNtRVW4diBYnViIi
SAC Wallet Transaction Process:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ag2AwsLvDVmqueAfZmCJmilNUCHw0EKt0ywKrq46CE8
Ethereum Testing Environment Setup Guide:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/12XUnUY4FmL74sxisb02egOv7_VSovxpGCVXhXZ4QJ_A/edit?usp=s
haring
Software Development Team Workflow Guidelines:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Pusda6s7u2hBluHXfHOCEC3A7Mxn-B0D_oLn7VZUunQ/edit?usp=s
haring
IT Department Roster:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/12uzDqfpSCWojfZgblxQ_Dg5CfpXBTCPxNlerjOn494M/edit?usp=shari
ng
Staff Software Utilities On-Boarding:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/12uzDqfpSCWojfZgblxQ_Dg5CfpXBTCPxNlerjOn494M/edit?usp=shari
ng
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11.1 Definitions
Cryptocurrency
A cryptocurrency is a digital asset that is used as a medium of exchange wherein individual
digital token coin ownership records are stored in a digital ledger or computerized database
using strong cryptography to secure financial transaction record entries, to control the creation
of additional digital token coin records, and to verify the transfer of token coin ownership.
Crypto Token
A term often erroneously used interchangeably with the terms 'Cryptocurrency' and 'altcoin' in
the virtual currency world. However, 'cryptocurrency' is the superset, and 'altcoins' and 'crypto
tokens' are its two subset categories.
Decentralized computing
The distributed allocation of computing processing that does not rely on any single point of
failure in various aspects such as and not limited to authentication, data storage, and
processing power. This can include both hardware and software implementations.
Public SAC1
The publicly available version of the Sable Assent Coin cryptocurrency. Using a custom
smart-contract launched on Etherscan, this crypto-token can be purchased on participating
exchanges world-wide.
Private SAC2
The privately traded version of the Sable Assent Coin. This private token is created and
transacted on it's own decentralized ethereum blockchain network, known as 'SableNet'.
Consortium
An agreement, combination, or group (as of companies) formed to undertake an enterprise
beyond the resources of any one member.
Nodes
Any system or device connected to a network is also called a node. For example, if a network
connects a file server, five computers, and two printers, there are eight nodes on the network.
Each device on the network has a network address, such as a MAC address, which uniquely
identifies each device. This helps keep track of where data is being transferred to and from on
the network.
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Proof-of-Authority (POA)
An algorithm used in blockchain that delivers comparatively fast transactions through a
consensus mechanism based on identity as a stake. In a private blockchain founded on this
principle, transactions and blocks are validated by approved accounts, known as validators. The
Proof-of-Authority consensus engine is also named 'clique'.
Minted
A term to describe something that is made into coinage; coined.
Cryptocurrency Wallet
A cryptocurrency wallet is a device, physical medium, program or a service which stores the
public and/or private keys and can be used to track ownership, receive or spend
cryptocurrencies. The cryptocurrency itself is not in the wallet.
Cryptocurrency Exchange
Any system that operates on the basis of trading cryptocurrencies with other assets. Like a
traditional financial exchange, the cryptocurrency exchange's core operation is to allow for the
buying and selling of these digital assets, as well as others.

Blockchain
A growing list of records, called blocks, that are linked using cryptography. Each block contains
a cryptographic hash of the previous block, a timestamp, and transaction data. This stored
information can be simultaneously used and shared within a large decentralized, publicly
accessible network; also: the technology used to create such a database.
Consensus
A group decision-making process in which group members develop, and agree to support a
decision in the best interest of the whole group or common goal. Consensus may be defined
professionally as an acceptable resolution, one that can be supported, even if not the "favorite"
of each individual.
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Master Node
A network node that has been assigned by the network to perform specialized, crucial functions.
In the case of Sable Assent's private token, SAC2, these master nodes have a wide variety of
key responsibilities. These can include providing instantaneous transactions and increased
privacy for those transactions. This also provides a built-in treasury and budgeting system
designed for these specific functions. Most notably, though, our master node participates in the
decentralized governance of the blockchain, having the final vote when it comes to the direction
that SAC2 can take.

Node Authority Administrators
A validated business owner or municipality that has met the requirement of having a certain
amount of cryptocurrency secured within the node. Among some of the other requirements,
most important is a physical server or a virtual one to host a copy of the blockchain with as
much uptime as possible – 24/7 preferably. Because of the importance these nodes have, there
are some barriers to entry in order to weed out bad actors. This barrier takes the form of a
specific amount of cryptocurrency that gets committed or used as collateral or stake. The
philosophy behind this design is that individuals with skin in the game, in the form of a
significant investment, will act in the best interest of the cryptocurrency in general.
Business Vendors
A business entity or person who wishes to provide goods or services on the private network.
Assent Team Member
A person that provides goods or services for a business, or corporation on the network. Work is
performed according to his or her own processes and methods, under a written and mutually
binding agreement, for a specific job.
Token Holders
Any wallet user that maintains possession of the public SAC1 token, providing the user with the
right to use the private SAC2 token and access the vendor network.
Tokenomics
The study of how cryptocurrencies work within the broader ecosystem. This includes such
things like token distribution as well as how they can be used to incentivize positive behavior in
the network. The quality of a token which will convince users to adopt it and help build the
ecosystem around the underlying project of that token.
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Market Capitalization
Also known as “Market Cap”, this is a term to describe one way to rank the relative size of a
cryptocurrency. It's calculated by multiplying the Price by the Circulating Supply. Market Cap =
Price X Circulating Supply.
Smart Contract
Is a computer protocol intended to digitally facilitate, verify, or enforce the negotiation or
performance of a contract. Smart contracts allow the performance of credible transactions
without third parties. These transactions are trackable and irreversible.
API
The acronym for 'Application Programming Interface', which is a software intermediary that
allows two applications to talk to each other. It defines the kinds of calls or requests that can be
made, how to make them, the data formats that should be used, the conventions to follow, etc.
Gas (Ethereum)
Gas refers to a fee, or pricing value; A unit that measures the amount of computational effort
that it will take to successfully conduct a transaction or execute a contract on the Ethereum
blockchain platform. Every single operation that takes part in Ethereum, be it a transaction or
smart contract execution requires some amount of gas. Priced in sub-units of the cryptocurrency
ether, known as gwei, the gas is used to allocate resources of the ethereum virtual machine
(EVM) so that decentralized applications such as smart contracts can self-execute is a secured
fashion.
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